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Who dares to imagine that a trip to the airport does not add up to more than three hours back
and forth. Can you make two thousand five hundred yuan? In such a short period of work, it is
impossible to spend more than five hundred yuan at most.

Therefore, hundreds of people in the group responded immediately, and everyone’s response
was similar: “Sister Wandy, I will go! Count me!”

After all, the income of this event has increased several times, and everyone does not want to
miss this good opportunity.

However, the activity requires three hundred people, and there are more than 1,000 full-time
and part-time people in the group. There are too many monks and less porridge, so how to
distribute has become a more difficult problem.

Wandy thought over and over again, and said: “This time because the number of people
needed is only three hundred, we have the following conditions for selecting people.”

“First, give priority to the full-time contracted employees of Shangmei Company;”

“Secondly, among the full-time contracted employees, the attendance rate of the last month
is selected from high to low, and the 300 people with the highest attendance rate can get this
opportunity;”

“Third. If the selected person doesn’t have time to go, the quota will be postponed!”

As soon as these conditions came out, several families in the group were happy and worried.

The happy ones are naturally full-time contracted employees, and those with a relatively high
attendance rate;

What worries about is those part-time employees. They thought that if they didn’t sign a
full-time contract, they would be able to cooperate with multiple companies, so that they
would have more resources and more freedom. But I didn’t expect that when something good
happened, the company would give priority to this contracted employee.

Although these part-time jobs are very depressed, they have nothing to say. This is the price
of freedom for not signing a contract. Just like the difference between regular workers and
temporary workers, the benefits will naturally vary.

In addition, the full-time contracted employees are also convinced of the way in which this
rule is sorted by attendance.

After all, the most important assessment criteria for their manners to generate revenue for
the company is attendance. The price difference is not too much. The more attendance, the



higher the income generated for the company. When encountering such a good thing,
Naturally, the more important it is to give priority to these outstanding employees.

Seeing that everyone had no objection to her decision, Wandy immediately said: “Let Financial
Sister send our attendance rate of last month to the group. All employees who are in the top
300 miles and have no problem with time will be within ten minutes. Please register with
Sister Liu, and the 100 sisters from the next 300 will also pay more attention. If the first 300
people can’t go, or if they don’t register for more than ten minutes, they will be considered as
giving up, and you will all have a chance at that time. Get a chance to postpone!”

Wandy’s movements are very quick.

Through further confirmation and screening of the list of personnel, she identified three
hundred employees in ten minutes.

Later, she and Simi decided on some details, including the slogans to be shouted, the banners
to be played, and the physical movements of the time.

Rishab himself was very dissatisfied with Wandy, but after seeing that she was very efficient
and professional at work, her mood eased slightly.

When the plane took off, when Rishab flew to Aurous Hill, Wandy had already deployed her
own staff. Three hundred courtesy ladies were preparing to leave for the airport from various
places in Aurous Hill.

Wandy arranged the work. I felt as happy as if I had won a battle.

She recalled that when her brother-in-law Charlie handed over the Shangmei etiquette
company to herself, this company was still the first feather, but in a short time, she had done
this company in a decent way. Not only the company’s performance is getting better and
better, but the company’s scale is also getting bigger and bigger.

Of course, she also knows very well that the reason why she has achieved such rapid
development and success is mainly due to Charlie’s face. Now many businesses are introduced
by Don Albert and his men. If it were not for them, the company It is impossible to get on the
right track so quickly.

Thinking of Charlie. The girl’s heart in her heart can’t help but burst.

She now has a deep affection for Charlie. Although she also knows that the gap between
herself and Charlie is too great, once she has this kind of affection, it is difficult to disappear,
even if she knows that it is impossible, it will be in her heart.

So, she picked up the phone, after thinking about it, hesitating again and again, she still called
Charlie.

At this moment, Charlie, who was in Shangri-La, suddenly received a call fromWandy, and
couldn’t help being a little surprised.

These days, he almost forgot about Wandy.



Originally, the old lady Wilson still cursed the man who stole her money and left Aurous Hill
on the balcony every day. By the way, she choked with Elaine. But these days, the old lady
seems to have constrained a lot and never heard it again. She and Elaine choked.

What he didn’t know was that Wandy’s status in the Wilson family was very high now, and she
could be regarded as one of the best in the Wilson family.

This is mainly because the old Lady Wilson, as well as the bedridden Christopher Wilson and
Harold Wilson father and son, now rely on Wandy to make money.
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